[ real neat ] organizing
real life. real organized. real simple.™

Have you been saying “no” or “not now” to what really matters most to you?
Are you tired of wasting all your time and energy on mundane (and endless) tasks?
Do you second-guess your parenting skills and hope that you haven’t scarred your child for life?
Would you like to efficiently REGAIN CONTROL of your home environment and intentionally
RESTORE FOCUS on your priorities…making space for the big (and little) things in your life?

…Your Prayers Have Been Answered…

The Productivity Power Hour Consultation
The volume of information you will glean from this one-hour consultation is literally invaluable!
Invest in yourself for a change, and get the summer started off on the right foot!

The Productivity Power Hour Consultation includes…


Complete tour and needs assessment of problem areas,



Review of current routines, habits, and organizing systems,



On-site verbal recommendations and follow-up e-mail support,



Rough time estimate, plan-of-action, and special offers, plus



“How-to” organizing strategies and product suggestions.

$100 value!

[ real neat ] testimonials
real life. real organized. real simple.™
HERE IS WHAT A FEW OF MY MOST RECENT CLIENTS HAD TO SAY ABOUT THEIR EXPERIENCES...

I am so excited about all the suggestions that you gave me during our one hour organizing
session. In fact, I started rearranging my space the next day (between clients)!
My office is really taking shape, and I no longer feel claustrophobic sitting at my desk. I am now
able to get so much more accomplished during the day. With limited time, with clients coming
in, completing a project was difficult. Now that my office space is arranged efficiently, I can
actually find the time to complete all of my daily paperwork!
Thank you for all of your wonderful suggestions and for giving me back the enthusiasm I once
had for running my business!
~ Nancy H., Massage Therapist ~

I hosted a [ real neat ] organization seminar in my home, and I appreciated how Michelle
wasn't selling an organizing system that I would use for a week before returning to my messy
ways. She gave everyone at the seminar great advice about how to use materials that we have
on hand to develop an organization strategy that works for us as individuals.
For my "hostess gift" Michelle re-organized my supply closet, and almost a year later I am still
maintaining it! I love being able to find exactly what I'm looking for without hassle!
~ Rebekah T., Freelance Writer ~

You are a miracle worker! I implemented all of the suggestions that you gave me, and my office
is transformed! I’m so proud of it!
~ Kathy K., Allstate Insurance ~

Thank you Michelle! My closet is beautiful and organized.
~ Kim R., Stay-at-Home Mom ~
Michelle has great ideas to help you get organized and she keeps it simple.
~ Dana B., Stay-at-Home Mom ~

